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Beautiful, clean, peaceful, and solemn were the adjectives that can be described in our 

country right before foreigners arrived. But as time goes by, most of these adjective had set aside. 
Take a glance of our nation today; shooting people, blowing thin s up and other chaos mobility 
lift up by criminal minds. Crimes and slavishness had been ruled. The mores, customs and laws 
of the past had been exchange with the modern traditions. And that is the result of the 
abandonment of the past traditions done by people in the following necessary and good rules 
which could be a bridge to National Development or said to be Universal Development as it is. 
Face the reality that there is already no peace ratified. And that is because human rights had been 
exchanged with violent laws prejudices in the Government.  

 
To my colleagues, let us build a road to peace and human rights. These are the right 

assumptions to evoke peace and h man rights; Justice System's one of the resolutions. The 
Principles of Justice include presentation of evidence n hearing, which should be fairly utilized 
by giving punishment if proven guilty. But unfortunately, merely those who have: lots of money 
were first given privileges. If that is the case, then, it is not justice!  

 
Consider the Maguindanao Massacre which  as updated last September 1 that the 

relatives of 57 people massacred in Maguindanao were frustrated when again in their quest for 
justice after the most awaited trial of six senior members of Ampatuan clan was put off, upon the 
request of defense lawyers. It wa judged by Jocelyn Solis-Reyes, of the Quezon City Regional 
Trial Courts branch 221.  

 
In fact, the massacre has been a long 9 months. There were estimated 300 men who 

participated in the gruesome killing of 57 people, and over half of them were media workers. 197 
suspects have already identified and only 111 have been arrested. Four witnesses and two 
relatives of witness have been murdered so far. Everyday that the others remain free puts at risk 
the lives of witnesses and those closer to them.  

 
Among 28 members of the Ampatuan clan indicted for the crime, only six have been 

arrested. The family still remains politically influential. The fact that 34 of them were elected as 
Mayors last May in Maguindanao. From behind bars, the Senior Ampatuans including Patriarch 
Andal Ampatuan Sr., reportedly continue to give orders to their henchman.  

 
The Maguindanao Massacre was the worst case of political violence in this country and 

the most atrocious attack can journalists anywhere in the world. The direct participation of 
certain key personalities in the massacre and even the indirect involvement of the others should 
be easy to establish. Then it 's true that Justice delayed is Justice denied.  

Let us  stop lying people. Lying other is being liar to ourselves. Indeed, the truth will set 
us free. Otherwise, let us apply honesty whenever we deal with the community. Unfortunately, 
criminals had been in the Government positions instead of honest men who could be the safe and 



necessary to be the leader. Democracy can only be achieved upon truth. When there is no 
democracy, the world becomes unsafe for everyone.  

 
Noynoy Aquino has stopped into the challenging role a hope of the nation. And because 

of the presence of designated Department of Justice Secretary Leila de Lima, the former 
commission of human rights, it has been particularly outstanding. With this promising start of the 
new Administration of President Aquino, there will be a possibility that the protection in our 
society will be taken  priority, By these, death squads, assassinations, and the hazardous 
violations of human rights will be ended. Considering the fact that during Arroyo's 
Administration, assassin and death squads were enjoying their impunity around the country. 
Then, from now on, the Government of President Noynoy Aquino has to question the training 
methods and strategies thought to Philippines troops and Po ice by US International Military 
Education Training IMET. This program was aimed to train hundreds of police or said to be 
thousands of police whether in local or international and all military personnel; also to enhance 
the role of the police and military which is to protect an enforce the citizens in each certain 
country.  

 
This is an example of the quote 'Actions are better than words'. Yes it is, once a word 

comes out from a mouth but yet no actions have a en, words are useless. Don't forget that people 
depends upon what candidates during election were saying. The overwhelming words of 
candidate makes innocent people encouraged to vote. Many brutality of vote buying appeared. 
Then promises was there, here, and everywhere of the liar politicians.  

 
Secretary Leila De Lima has made her priority. This include the desire to promote hose 

honest intelligent Prosecutors. She also will clean out the corrupt and incompetent prosecutors.  
Let us apply the mores characterized by good manners as a custom amongst us and teach 

the members of our family at home. Drop from our minds that the answer to crime is to commit 
lots of crime. Unfortunately, people start to blow things up and shooting people.  

 
Let us stop using drugs. Stop drugging our own population. But truly speaking, 

Government is allowing pharmacies to engage in the mass drugging of people through harmful 
mind-altering chemicals. How sad to believe the creation of massive drugs epidemic has been an 
outburst in our nation. Are we going to start World War Three?  

 
All of these assumptions were gratified behind human rights. Let us practice human 

rights without fear, without favor from others and without exemption. All of these should be 
taken perseverance and investments of effort. But the fact is we used to take perseverance and 
investment of effort in the wars than we engage in such safety assumptions and  survival 
appeared.  

 
If we wish to survive, let us not neglect them and abandon them instead. Let us build a 

road to peace and human rights. 


